
AN ALGEBRAIC CRITERION FOR IMMERSION

BARRETT O'NEILL

Let R be the curvature tensor of a simply connected d-dimensional
(d > 4) Riemannian manifold M. T. Y. Thomas [2] has proved that if
the rank of R is not too small, there exist conditions expressed in terms
of polynomials in the coordinates of R which are satisfied if and only if
Mean be immersed in the Euclidean space Rd+\ The proof is existential;
the polynomials are not all given explicitly. Using the notion of Grass-
mann algebra we shall find a single, rather simple condition on R
necessary and sufficient for the existence of an immersion i: M-* M(K)
with second fundamental form of rank at least four, where M(K) is
a complete (d + l)-dimensional Riemannian manifold of constant curva-
ture K. If coordinates are introduced this condition can be expressed
algebraically in terms of polynomial equations and inequalities in the
coordinates of R. The case K — 0 yields an explicit variant of Thomas'
result.

1. A differential criterion for immersion* Following [1] we fix
the following notation for the structural elements associated with a d-
dimensional C°° Riemannian manifold M: F(M), the bundle of frames on
M: Ra, right-multiplication of F(M) by a e O(d), the group of d x d
orthogonal matrices; <p, the 1-form of the Riemannian connection. Thus
φ — (ψij) is a vertical equivariant 1-form on F(M) with values in the
Lie algebra of d x d skew-symmetric matrices. (We assume throughout
that 1 < i, j, k < d.) Let ω = (ωt) be the usual horizontal equivariant
i^-valued 1-form on F(M) defined by ωt(x) = (dπ(x)1fiyi where x is in
the tangent space F(M)f to F(M) at / = (f19 •••,/*) and π is the natural
projection. The curvature form Φ — (Φ^) is by definition Dφ, the hori-
zontal part of dφ. In the case of 1-forms or 1-vectors we write xy,
rather than x Λ y, for the Grassmann product.

THEOREM 1. Let M be a simply connected d-dimensional Riemannian

manifold, M a complete (d + l)-dimensional Riemannian manifold of

constant curvature K. Then M can be immersed in M if and only if

there exists a horizontal equivariant Revalued 1-form σ = (σ̂ ) on F(M)

such that

(Σkσkωh = 0

(1) iΦij = σ^j + Kωiωi (Gauss equation)

\Dai — 0 (Codazzi equation).
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Proof. Suppose there exists an immersion i: M-^M. Since M is
simply connected, there is a unit normal vector field on the immersed
manifold, N being a differentiate (= C°°) map from M to the tangent
of M. Then the formula ψ(m, flf , fa) = (i(m), di(fύ, , di(/Λ), JV(m))
defines a differentiate map ψ»: F(M) —> i'Xikf). (Denote by Ra, φ, the
structural elements of Jkf.) Note that ψ o Ra = Ra o ψ» if a e O(d) c
O(d + 1). This fact plus the uniqueness of the Riemannian connection
of M are used in the proof that

ί
d)i = ωi o dψ

0 - ωa+1 o dψ

Ψij = ^ίj ° ^

Furthermore, the Ra-valued 1-form defined by (3) ̂  = ̂ l d + i ° ψ satisfies
the conditions stated in the theorem. This form is, of course, one ex-
pression for the second fundamental form of the immersed manifold.

Conversely, given a form σ on F(M) with the stated properties we
must produce an immersion i: M—> M. To do this we first find a dif-
ferentiable map φ: F{M)-+F{M) satisfying the differential equations
(2) and (3). Consider the 1-forms ωt — ωi9 ωa+1, φi3 — φijf <PM+I ~~ °i o n

F{M) x F(M), where we use the same notation for a form on one fac-
tor and that form pulled back to the product manifold by a projection.
We want to apply the Frobenius theorem to these forms. Taking account
of the structural equations one sees that its hypothesis holds provided
Σicσkωk = 0; dφtJ = —^jcφiJcφkj + σiσj + Kωtωj; and dσt = — 2fc^fctffc. But

these conditions follow from the corresponding equations in (1)—in the
case of the last one because for a (or any other unvalued horizontal
equivariant 1-form on F(M) we have dσt = —Σφi1cσk + Dσt. Then if
(g, g) e F(M) x F(M), an integral manifold through (g, g) given by the
Frobenius theorem is the graph of a differentiable function ψ' defined
on a neighborhood U of g e F{M), carrying g to g, and satisfying (2)
and (3). Subject to these conditions φ' is unique, except for the size
of its domain. Further, one can show that φf commutes with right-
multiplication in the sense that, where meaningful, φ' o Ra and Ra o φ'
agree. This fact permits us to extend the local solution ψ' by right-
multiplication (in an obvious way) to a solution φ: π~\V) —• F(M), where
V = π(U) c M. Thus there exists a unique differentiable map j : V—> M
such that j o π = π o ψ on π~\V). We claim that j is an immersion:
In fact, suppose / e F{M) projects to me V, and let ψ(f) =Je F(M).
Now if y e F(M)f projects to x e Mm we have

= ωt(y) -

= <dj(x),fi>, and <dj(x),fd+1> = ωd+1(dψ(x)) = 0 .
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This proves j : V —* M is an immersion similarly one checks that its
second fundamental form is σ\π~\V). But an immersion is controlled
by its second fundamental form; explicitly in the case at hand, if jf is
another such immersion of V in M with j(m) = j'(m) and djm = dj'm for
some one m e V, then j — j ' . This uniqueness property, the simple
connectedness of M, and the special character of M are the essential
points in a proof (which we omit) that out of local immersions as above
a global immersion i: M-* M can be constructed of which σ is the
second fundamental form.

2. The Gauss equation. Of the conditions (1) imposed on σ, the
crucial one is the Gauss equation. Under the usual translation [1] of
horizontal equivariant objects on F(M) into objects on M> the curva-
ture form becomes a function which to each x, y e Mm assigns a linear
transformation Rxy: Mm—>Mm. Then then equation <βxv(u), v)> =(Rm(xy), uv}
defines the curvature transformation Rm as a linear operator on the
Grassmann space Λ2Mm. The function m—>Rm is for our purposes the
most convenient form of the curvature tensor R of M. The form σ
translates to a function S on M with Sm a linear operator on Mm, and
the Gauss equation becomes R = S A S + K, where K denotes scalar
multiplication by the constant curvature K of M.

Reversing the process, suppose that S is a differentiate field of
linear operators on the tangent spaces of M such that R = S Λ S + K.
Let σ be the horizontal, equivariant Ra-valued 1-form on F(M) corres-
ponding to S. Then Φi3 — aiσi + Kω%ωy The other two conditions on
σ follow automatically if the rank of R — K, that is, the minimum rank
of Rm — K for m e M, is not too small. Explicitly:

LEMMA 1. (notation as above) Let R = SΛS + K. If rank (R — K)>
3, then Σ^σ^ω,, = 0. // rank (R - K) > 4, then Dσ% = 0.

Proof. By a symmetry of R, shared by K, we have @ ζβ(x)S(u)9 yv) =
0, where © denotes the sum over the cyclic permutations of x, u, y.
Eliminating v we get @{«S(τ/), #> — <y, S(x)y)S(u)} = 0. But since rank
S A S > 3, the same is true for S, and it follows that ζS(y), xy =
<y, S(α?)>. But the symmetry of S is equivalent to Σ^σ^ωj, — 0.

To prove the second assertion (due essentially to T. Y. Thomas),
we apply D to the equation ΦtJ = σiσό + Kωtωj. Since Dω = 0 and
DΦ — 0 (Bianchi identity) we get Ώoi Λ a5 — σt Λ DίXj. The rank con-
dition implies rank S > 4, hence rank σ > 4. Thus the result is a con-
sequence of the following.

LEMMA 2. Le£ x19 ,xde V, a finite-dimensional real vector space,
and let w19 , wd s Λ 2 F. If xt A w3 — wt A Xj for all 1 < i, j < d9
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and the vectors xlf , χa span a subspace of dimension > 4, then
wx= = wd — 0.

Proof. We may suppose that x19 x21 x3, x4 are the first four elements
of a basis e19 e2, for V. Let P — {1, 2, 3, 4}, and fix an index p e P.
By a standard Grassmann argument one can show that there is a yp e V
such that wp = ypep. Then ep A wq = wp A eq implies (yp + yq)epeq = 0
for all qe P. Thus 2yp = (yp + j/β) + (j/p + yr) - (j/α + yr) is in the sub-
space spanned by ep9 eqf er, where q and r are any elements of P such
that p, q, r are all different. It follows that yp is a multiple of ep9 and
thus wp = 0. But if i > 4, then ep A Wi — wp A e,h = 0 for all p e P,
so that wt = 0 also.

Summarizing9 if M and M are as in Theorem 1 and rank (R — K)>
4, then M can be immersed in M if and only if R — K is decom-
posable, i.e. expressible as S A S with S a differentiate field of linear
operators on the tangent spaces of M.

In the following section we consider the purely Grassmannian ques-
tion of the decomposability of Rm — K at a single point of M.

3. Decomposability^ Let V and W be finite-dimensional real vec-
tor spaces, and let T: A2V—> A2W be a linear transformation. To
determine whether T is decomposable we use the following definition:
Three bivectors are crossed if any two, but not all three, are collinear,
(a set of bivectors being called collinear if all have a common non-zero
divisor, i.e. all are decomposable and the planes of the non-zero ones
have a line in common.) One easily proves:

LEMMA 3. Bivectors wlf w29 w3 are crossed if and only if there
exist linearly independent vectors x, y, z and non-zero numbers K9 L, M
such that

tw1 — K xy
(A) W — T γz
\ *± ) W2 — ±J JϋZ

vm> = M yz .

If w19w39 ws are crossed, then in any expression (4) the sign of the pro-
duct KLM is always the same. (In fact, the vectors x, y, z are unique
up to nqn-zero scalar multiplication, so we need only check that chang-
ing the signs of any subset of {x,y, z} does not change the sign of
KLM.) In case KLM > 0 we say that w19 w29 w3 are coherently crossed.
Note that if T is decomposable then T carries coherently crossed bivec-
tors to bivectors which are either coherently crossed or coplanar. Our
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aim is to prove the converse when rank T > 4. (We do not need the
easy cases of lower rank.)

LEMMA 4. The following conditions on T are equivalent:
(a) T carries decomposable bivectors to decomposable bivectors.
(b) T carries two collinear bivectors to two collinear bivectors.
(c) T(xy) A T(uv) 6 Λ2W is skew-symmetric in its arguments.

LEMMA 5. If rank T > 4 and T carries crossed to crossed or co-
planar bivectors, then R carries collinear to collinear bivectors.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove collinearity is preserved in the case
of three bivectors. Thus we must show that T(e1e^)) T(exe3), T(exe^ are
collinear. Now any two of these bivectors are collinear, hence all three
are either crossed or collinear. We assume the former and get a con-
tradiction. If they are crossed there is a unique subspace U of W; with
dimension 3, such that the bivectors are in A2U a A2W. We may also
assume that elt e2, e3, e± are linearly independent for otherwise we can
reduce to the case of two collinear bivectors. Thus these vectors are
part of a basis for V.

Case I. There is an index i such that T(eλe^ 0 Λ2U.
Consider T{exe^> T(eλe^), T{ex(e± + δet)), where 8 is an arbitrarily small
non-zero number. Now the last of these three bivectors is not in Λ2U,
while the union of the planes of the first two spans U. Hence all
three are not in the second Grassmann product of any 3-dimensional
subspace of W. Thus they are not crossed. On the other hand, any
two are collinear, so all three are collinear. But this is a contradiction,
for an arbitrarily samll change in the crossed bivectors T(exe^9 T(exe^,
T(eλe^ cannot produce collinear bivectors.

Case II. For all i, T{exe>ι e A2U.
We prove the contradiction rank T < 3 by showing that T(epeq) e A2U
for all p, q. If T{exev) and T{exeq) are independent, then by hypothesis,
T(epeq) is crossed with these two bivectors, hence is in A2U. If they
are dependent and T{exep) Φ 0, then by hypothesis T(exe^) and T(epeq)
are coplanar and T(epeq) e Λ2U. Finally, if T{eλep) = 0, then by Lemma 5
0 = T(e1ep) A T(ereq) - T(e±er) A T(epeq) for r = 2, 3, 4. But since Tfoe,),
T(e1e^)y T(β1e4) are crossed one easily deduces from these equations that
T(epeq) e Λ2U.

THEOREM 2. Let T: Λ 2 F - ^ Λ 2 ^ be a linear transformation of
rank > 4. Then there exists a linear transformation S: V—> W such
that T=SAS if and only if T carries coherently crossed to coherently
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crossed or coplanar bivectors.

Proof. We may choose a basis elf , ed for V such that T is
never zero on the corresponding canonical basis for Λ2V. Fix an index
1 < i < d. By the preceding lemma there is a non-zero vector ut e W
such that Ui divides each Γ(e4ej), j = 1, •••, d. Furthermore this vector
is unique up to scalar multiplication. To see this we need only show
that these bivectors Tie^j) are not all coplanar. But if they were,
then T(etej)f T(etek), T(ejek), since not crossed, would have to be coplanar
for all j , k, implying rank T < 1.

Now let i, j be different indices. We claim that T(etej) = Ki5UiU3J

In fact, since there is an index k such that the bivectors T{e%e^) and
T(etek) are not coplanar, they are crossed with T(eseh). By Lemma 3
and the divisibility properties of u^u^u^ it follows that these crossed
bivectors may be written as KutUj, Lu^, MujUk respectively.

By changing the signs of u2, •••, ua where necessary, we shall now
arrange to have the number KtJ (i < j) all positive. We can certainly
get all Ki3 > 0 in this way. Consider Tiefr), T^e,), T^e,) . If the first
two bivectors are not coplanar, then all three are coherently crossed,
hence the product K^K^K^, and consequently KtJ, are positive. If
T{eλe^) and T(exe3) are coplanar, we argue as follows: Since rank T > 1
there is an index k (say k > j) such that uΆ is not in the plane spanned
by u19 ut, Uj. Thus T{eλe^ and T{exek) are not coplanar, so Kik > 0.
Similarly KjΊc > 0. And since utf uj9 uk are independent, it follows that
Kυ>0.

To complete the proof it will suffice to find numbers λly •••, λd such
that for any i < j we have Ktj = λέλj For then the equation Tie^j) =
KijUiUj becomes T(e&3) = (λ4%i)(λ^), and by definding S: V—> W to be
the linear transformation such that S(et) — Xtut we get T = S Λ S.

Call a set i, j , k of indices a triple if i < j < k and wβ, %, ^fc are
independent. For each triple consider the equations Ki3 = λέλj, iΓέj =
\\JCJ KjΊC = λjλfc. Since the i f s are positive there is a unique positive
solution \i,Xj,\k. Since each index i is in at least one triple we get
at least one such value for λ,. We must show that the values obtained
from two different triples containing i are the same. We need only
consider triples of the form i, j , p and i, j , q, for it will be clear from
the proof in this case that the position of ί in a triple is immaterial
and that the case where five indices are involved may be reduced to
the present one using rank T > 4. We know that

T(etep) = XiλpUiUp T(eteq) =

T{efiv) = XjXpUjUp T(ejeq) =
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First consider the case in which the vectors ut9uj9up9 uq are linearly
independent. By Lemma 4, T(etep) A T{e3eq) = —T(ejep) A T{e%eq), but
since uiupuόuq Φ 0 this implies Xtμ3 = μtXj. But also XtX3 = μ%μ5, and
since the numbers in the last two equations are all positive we get
λ< = μt. Now suppose uifUjUp,uq are dependent, hence span a 3-di-
mensional subspace. Since rank T > 4 there must exist an index r (say
r > p, q) such that ui9 uj9 up, ur and UiU3uq9 ur are each linearly in-
dependent. Thus the values of Xt determined by i9 j , p and i9 j , p are
the same as that determined by i, j,r.

This shows the existence of S such that T = S A S uniqueness up
to sign is implicit in the proof, for the only ultimate element of choice
is in the orientation of u19 i.e. the use of uλ rather than —u^

4* Coordinate criteria for decomposability With notation as in
the preceding section, fix bases e19 •••, eΛ for V and f19 •• ,/a for W.
Let Tt3 = Tiβiβj) = Σa<βTi3cύβfafβ. What conditions on Ti3 are necessary
and sufficient for T to be decomposable, or alternatively (if rank T > 4)
for T to carry coherently crossed to coherently crossed or coplanar bi-
vectors ? Necessary is that T carry decomposable to decomposable bi-
vectors, and this is easily proved equivalent to

( 5) Ti3 A Tkl = Tkj A Tu f o r a l l l<i,j,k,l<d

This condition as well as the condition rank T > 4 are standardly ex-
pressible in terms of polynomials in Tijaβ.

LEMMA 6. Suppose that any two of the bivectors a,b,c e A2W are
collinear, and let a — Σa<βAΰύβfcύfβ, similar expressions for 6, c. Then
α, by c are coherently crossed if and only if there exist indices 1 < a <
β < 7 < d such that

A A
vccβ s±ay -"-/3V

• ~D T> \ A

'^ft -Day x3o y ^> U

^r &y ^ β y

Proof. The bivectors α, 6, c are either crossed or collinear. We
show:

(1) if crossed, then for some a, β9 γ we have J(aβy) Φ 0,
(2) if coherently crossed, then each such non-zero determinant is

positive,
(3) if collinear, then each such determinant is zero.
For α, β9 7 let x —> x be the natural projection of W onto the sub-

space U spanned by/ Λ , / β , / Y ; same notation for the induced projection
of A2W onto A2U. In the first two cases above we can write α, 6, c in
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the form of (4), hence a — Kxy, b — Lxz, c = Myz. For (1), since x, y, z
independent there are indices α, β9 γ such that x, y, z are independent,
hence α, 6, care independent, and the result follows. For (2), suppose
Δ(aβy) Φ 0. Using the above notation we have KLM > 0. Notice that
any two canonical bases (lexicographic order) for Λ2U have the same
orientation. Thus Δ(aβy) > 0. The proof of (3) is similar.

A further necessary condition for decomposability of T is that Tijf

Tik, Tjk be coherently crossed or coplanar. Assuming (1), this is equiv-
alent to
(6) If 1 < i < j < k < d, then either Tij9 TίJc, TjJc are coplanar or there
exist indices l < t f < / 3 < γ < c Z such that

Pijaβ TiJΛy

p ηπ
• iTcoύβ -*• iicocy

• ikccβ J- jkcoy

If the basis e19 •••, ea is such that all Ti5 Φ 0, then (5) and (6) are
necessary and sufficient for the decomposability of T, for Lemma 5 and
Theorem 2 use no more than this. For an arbitrary basis, however,
they are not enough, as one can see from simple examples. We must
add, say

(7) If Ti5 = Tik = 0, then either Tjk = 0, or, for all r, Tir = 0 .

Now one can prove the following lemma by reducing to the case in
which all Tis Φ 0.

LEMMA 7. Let T: A2V—> Λ2W be a linear transformation with
rank T > 4. Then T is decomposable if and only if, relative to ar-
bitrary canonical bases for A2V and A2W, conditions (5), (6), (7) hold.

5 Summary. Again let R be the curvature transformation of the
simply connected manifold M. For simplicity we discuss the case
M = Rd+ι. Assume that (at each point) rank R > 4 and R carries co-
herently crossed to coherently crossed or coplanar bivectors. It is clear
that the proof of Theorem 2 applies simultaneously to all Rn with n
any point of a convex neighborhood C of m e M. One need only use
the simple connectedness of C to choose the orientations of the various
choices of ux consistently. We thus obtain a differentiate field of linear
operators S such that R = S A S, first locally, then as usual, globally.
When rank R > 3 we can still prove R decomposable, but the Codazzi
equation may fail thus our criterion for immersion, while always sufficient,
is necessary only in the case of immersions for which the second funda-
mental form S has rank at least four. Call such an immersion 4-regular.
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This same argument, with R — K in place of K, proves

THEOREM 3. Let M be a simply connected d-dimensional manifold
(d > 4) with curvature transformation R. Let M(K) be a complete
(d + lydimensional manifold of constant curvature K. Then M has
a 4-regular immersion in M(K) if and only if rank (R — K) > 4 and
R — K carries coherently crossed to coherently crossed or coplanar bi-
vectors, i.e. conditions (5), (6), (7) hold at eaeh point of M.

For a given M one may ask for the set 3ίί of numbers K such
that M has a regular immersion in an M(K). Consider two cases:

(i) If R does not preserve decomposability, say R(xyf Φ 0, then M
is not immersible in Ra+1 and ^Γ contains at most the number K deter-
mined by the necessary condition R(xy) = S(x)S(y) + Kxy. We check as
above whether K e 3?Γ.

(ii) If R preserves decomposability, so that (5) holds, ^f may well
be infinite. By studying conditions (6), (7) one can characterize ^f in
terms of polynomials in an unknown K and the coordinates of R.
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